When interactions among users of a system have to take place, for example, over the internet, establishing trust relationships among these users becomes crucial. However, the way this trust is established depends to a certain extent on the context where the interactions take place. Most of the times trust is encoded as a numerical value that might not be very meaningful for a non very experienced user. In this paper we propose a model that takes into account the semantic and the computational sides of trust. This avoids users having to deal directly with the computational side, having instead to deal with meaningful labels such as Bad or Good in a given context.
Introduction
In some systems interactions among users happened among users that knew each other. This was the way interactions used to happen in most of the systems available in the past. This made trust easy to ensure most of the times. 1 Nowadays, due to the growth of online communities or internet transactions, it might not always be easy to determine whether to establish a trust relationship with a certain entity as we might not know it by first hand. Thus, establishing some mechanisms that support us to determine whether or not to trust an unknown entity becomes very useful. Moreover, we might have some trust information about an entity, due to past experiences, even in different contexts. Both second hand information and information related to different contexts should be considered when deciding whether to trust some entity in a given context.
Reputation systems are recently becoming a suitable tool for determining to whom to trust in certain environments where users have to interact among them in order, for example, to achieve a common goal or to access a certain resource. The way reputation is measured can vary (see [1] for a survey) ranging from assigning discrete values to using more complicated functions.
Trust is however a more subjective concept and it is often derived from reputation values. As well as reputation the way of measuring it can vary. Some attempts however have been made in order to find which metrics are more appropriate to use depending on the particular case [2] where they are going to be used. A usual way of measuring trust or reputation is by using discrete methods such as [3] , where trustworthiness of an agent is classified as Very Trustworthy, Trustworthy, Untrustworthy and Very Untrustworthy. Fuzzy models are also a very suitable tool in order to measure trust or reputation. In these models, membership functions describe to what degree an entity can be described as trustworthy or not trustworthy [4, 5] . Other authors [6] present a framework for evaluating the resistance of trust metrics. The author used the Advogato system [7] for performing the tests.
However, users better understand a trust value such as Bad or Good rather than a less meaningful numerical value resulting from applying a method for deriving trust. Using this Bad or Good classification is a simple one. Different trust scales have been proven useful for the fields of Economics [8] . Moreover, it is sometimes hard to have information about different trust contexts that could help doing this classification. Thus, for example, the context in Epinions [9] is the ability to provide useful ratings about items.
There is always a trade-off between the strength and complexity of a trust and reputation assessment methodology and its usability. Sometimes the methodology to reason about trust becomes difficult to understand by a regular user, which makes then the methodology unpopular. A classic example is the Subjective logic [10] that despite of having a sound underlying formalism has not been widely adopted by commercial applications. In fact, in actual applications such as eBay [11] , trust (or more properly reputation) is measured as a matter of the ratio of good vs. bad interactions.
We present a model that based on the use of subjective trust labels such as Trustworthy or Untrustworthy that are meaningful for users, instead of using complex indexes that make the trust computation process obscure for them. We consider a trust scale for the way we classify these labels. They define trust levels among the different contexts of a system. By separating trust in the different contexts of a system we are able to combine them accordingly to user preferences, producing thus personalized trust assessments. For example, in the field of social networks, one context could be the user interactions with another users and another one could be the user contributions to the community. Our definition of context is very related to the concept of role.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes what we mean by a 'Trust Scale' and how we associate labels to it. In Section 3 we explain how the introduction of these scales is used in order to compute trust consensus that are useful for users in order to derive trust in different contexts. This section also shows several examples of different consensus functions. Section 4 concludes the paper and outlines the future work.
Trust Scales
Reputation systems provide users with some feedback about other users who they have to interact with. Most of the times reputation is given by a numerical value obtained after performing a continuous calculation of different factors. If a user is interested in gaining some information related to a possible interaction a value might not be that meaningful. What do these values mean for a user? Those values could be much more useful for a user if they are linked to a meaning such as 'bad', 'neutral' or 'good'.
A user, u, can be rated differently in different contexts such as, for example, sharing pictures or taking part in a forum. It is difficult to define disjoint contexts as there is no correlation between the trust measurements for a given user regarding each of the contexts. Contexts are rarely fully independent, that is why, we assume some overlapping between contexts and some correlations of the trust measurements.
Thus, the first step that we need to accomplish is the establishment of a reference set of contexts. Each context needs to be properly described together with a set of trust labels that support assessing trust in this given context. Each label represents and is associated with a behavioural pattern that ultimately helps other users in the system understand clearly what to expect from this given user.
Let C be the set of contexts where a user u can be rated and m the cardinality of C, i.e., C = m. Let I c be the set of labels indexes that are associated to C, i.e., I c = {1, . . . , n c }.
, where i ∈ I c , that represent discrete trust meanings; and a trust evaluation that is an increasing function,
Defining a trust scale requires some effort as it strongly depends on the context we are measuring. Each trust label must have a precise meaning within the definition context in such a way that users can easily understand the consequences of trusting a user rated with a particular trust label. This is what we could call the semantic side of a trust scale. However, trust scales also have an operational side.
In order to be able to do some computation with these trust labels we need to assign numerical values to them. We could do it in a standard way, by mapping the set of trust labels to a set of equidistant values in the interval (0, 1]. This, however could restrict the richness of our model. Then, apart from what we could call, a standard trust evaluation function, f (L A trust scale can be seen as a partition of the interval (0, 1], where each label L i is associated to an interval of the form (x i−1 , x i ]. Then, we can translate some of the terms applicable to partitions into trust scales. In particular, we can state that
is a refinement or sub-scale of the trust scale (L, f ) if the set of labels of the second scale are a subset of the set of labels of the first scale, i.e. L ⊂ L * ; and the trust evaluations are consistent in the second scale, i.e. 
Figure 1: Trust Scales and Sub-scales A logical way to refine an existing trust scale could be to use a modifier for the trust labels. For example, if there are only two trust labels {Bad, Good} in the trust scale we can use the modifier "less than" in order to build a refined trust scale {less than Bad, Bad, less than Good, Good}
In general, if we denote the modified labels byL 
Trust Computation
By using trust evaluations we link a label to a numerical value which will allow us to perform certain operations such as calculating a consensus trust value from a set of trust labels.
If we are interested in establishing this trust consensus value in a system this trust should be measured somehow. A simple way to measure trust could be established by using a binary discrete model where the trust values are set as a lot of trust, for a very trusted entity, or very little trust if the trust placed in the entity evaluated is very low. More complicated systems could use integer numbers (like Advogato's trust metric or FreeHaven [12] ) or real numbers (like in [13, 14] ).
After doing that, we have to translate this number back into a trust label. In order to do that, we have to make use of the Inverse Evaluation Function.
Definition 3 (Inverse Evaluation
We can then translate all the trust labels into actual numbers, compute the consensus and afterwards obtain a trust label that represents this consensus. The process is outlined in Equation 1.
In [2] a model for trust metrics was introduced where the concept of 'Parallel Trust Function' is defined. These functions are used to combine several trust values into a single one that represents a consensus of them. This function is characterized for behaving as the identity function when there is only one value, and by being increasing in the sense that when one of the input trust values is increased the result is also increased.
Some functions that hold this property are:
• Minimum.
• Geometric Mean (GM).
• Arithmetic Mean (AM).
The following inequalities hold for any set of values (x 1 , · · · x n ) in the domain of these functions,
On the one hand, the Minimum delivers a trust consensus that can be considered rather pessimistic. On the other hand, the Maximum will deliver a consensus that can be considered too optimistic (see Section 3.2 for examples of these facts). Then, the Geometric and Arithmetic Mean work better for the purpose of delivering a trust consensus. However, it is easy to find scenarios where each of them is the most suitable function.
Multi-Context Trust Computation
Although the use of trust labels when having only one context is interesting by itself, it is even more relevant when dealing with more than one context simultaneously. The interesting problem then is to integrate trust information from different contexts and extract a single trust value that somehow reflects the trust for all the considered contexts. As we can see in Diagram (2) there are several trust scales from each of the n different contexts, {c 1 , . . . , c n }, and another scale where the unification value will be represented.
As we mentioned earlier trust scales are subjective and it is then difficult to define the trust scale L * where the unification trust value is represented. The approach we follow is to choose a unique dominant context from the ones used as inputs. We will see in Section 3.2 with an example that choosing different dominant contexts delivers different consensus values. The trust output will reflect how the trust level in the dominant context is influenced by the performance of the user in the rest of the contexts involved.
In order to do this, we have to combine the consensus in each of the contexts by applying a kind of multi-context consensus function. The functions mentioned above are suitable for this purpose. An important issue that has to be also taken into account is the importance or relevance of the contexts with respect to the dominant context. That is the reason why we have also used the weighted mean as a candidate for the multi-context consensus function (see Section 3.2).
Example
Let us consider two exemplary contexts, a forum and a photo sharing site. Let us call these contexts F and P respectively.
Let us assume that the trust scale for context F consists of the following labels L 1 , L 2 and L 3 , and the results of the application of the trust evaluation for this trust scale is given by the values given below
• x This means that any user in the forum can be rated as Bad, Neutral or Good by other members. Also, by looking at the trust evaluation we observe that the distribution of the labels is not homogeneous. The interval for Good is bigger than the interval for the other two labels.
The trust scale for context P consist of the following labels and trust evaluation values:
• Very Good = L P 5 .
•
In this case there are five possible labels and the distribution of them is homogeneous.
Let now A, B, C, D and E be five users of both contexts with the following ratings with respect to them:
• (Good, Very Good)
• (Neutral, Neutral)
• (Bad,Very Bad)
• (Good, Very Bad) and
The first three users have behave in a similar way in both contexts whereas the last two behave in the opposite way as reflected in their ratings. Now let us assume we are interested in computing a consensus for both contexts, using the scale of context P . This means we will use the rating in context P as a basis and modify it according to the rating in the other context. For that process we can use different consensus functions, as mentioned above.
We first begin by analysing the consequences of using the Minimum function for computing the consensus. Figure 2(a) shows how the combined trust evaluation function works. This grid contains in each quadrant the minimum of each evaluation of the labels. Given two labels, one for each context, the corresponding quadrant will represent the combined evaluation for this pair of context labels.
If we focus on a column we can see how the original trust label is degraded or improved depending on the evaluation of the context in the rows. Figure  2(b) shows an analogous representation where we use a grey scale, instead of the actual numbers, which helps understand the interrelations between the two contexts. This way is more intuitive to view that the use of the minimum degrades most of the times the original values.
In our particular example, the consensus trust label for A,B and C will be Good, Neutral and Very Bad respectively. For D, whose reputation is (Good,Very Bad) we obtain Very Bad and for E whose reputation is (Bad, Very Good) we obtain Bad. As a summary, the consensus values for the users are as follows
We clearly observe that this is a pessimistic approach for merging trust evidences from different contexts. Figure 3 shows the results of applying the arithmetic mean to the trust scales defined for contexts P and F. If we analyse how the consensus is affected when using the arithmetic mean we can observe that the values computed reflect a more realistic consensus. In our particular example, we obtain for A, B and C Very Good, Neutral and Bad respectively. Using the mean improves the consensus for C, which now turns Bad instead of Very Bad. If we look at D and E, a Neutral consensus is obtained. This clearly corresponds to the natural idea of the consensus. Summarizing the obtained consensus for the mean are as follows: Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of the use of the geometric mean as a consensus function for the trust scales defined by F and P. We can observe that the results are similar to the ones obtained by the arithmetic mean. Again, we can conclude that using a mean provides a more realistic approach for a consensus function.
A more optimistic approach would be the use of the Maximum (See Figure  5) . In this case the consensus inherits most of the better values from the contexts. A, B and C derive the same consensus than using the average mean but both D and E produce a Very Good consensus. Summarizing it
Looking at these examples we realise the importance of choosing an appropriate consensus function. In most cases, the Mean offers a consensus that reflects the expected behaviour of a consensus function. There are some situations where the context that we are interested in combining have a different relevance. For example, if the aggregated trust computed from the two example contexts is required by a photo forum, we might require that the trust value for the photo sharing context is considered as dominant in the consensus computation. We then could use the Weighted Mean (see Figure  6 ).
In this case each context is associated to a weight that highlights its importance. The dominant context, i.e., the one in which we will translate the consensus back, is associated a higher weight than the other contexts. The higher the weight of the dominant context is the lower the influence of the rest of the contexts is. This is also reflected when we return to the labels of the trust scale of the dominant context. However, small differences in the numerical values of the consensus might vanish when using the inverse trust evaluation function.
Thus, in Figure 6 (a) where context F is the dominant context and therefore is given a higher weight, 0.8 versus 0.2, we can observe that a variation in the marginal context will not influence much the consensus computation. We can observe that if we chain the three rows, one after the other, starting
Figure 6: Weighted Mean from the one on the top, we obtain a decreasing grey scale. This means that the influence of the other context, P, is not strong enough to produce a relevant change in the dominant scale. Independently of the value in context P, the multi-context consensus will correspond approximately to the trust value in context F. In our example the obtained consensus are as follows:
• D → P −1 (0.84) =Very Good and
The same applies to context P (see Figure 6 (b)) when it is the dominant context with the same weights used as in the previous case, 0.2 versus 0.8. In this case we obtain the following results for the consensus:
• A → P −1 (1) =Very Good,
• B → P −1 (0.6) =Neutral
• C → P −1 (0.22) =Bad
• D → P −1 (0.36) =Bad and
• E → P −1 (0.86) =Very Good
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a trust model based on trust scales that takes into account the semantics of trust in different contexts. This model also allows us to do some basic computation, in particular, computing a trust consensus from the different contexts considered in the system. To the best of our knowledge no other trust management system have been developed taking into account the semantics of trust by using trust scales. The key aspect of our model is the use of trust scales that take into account both, semantic and computational aspects of trust. The majority of trust management systems are developed without taking into account the semantics of trust. These systems are not very useful for users as the output is usually a numerical value that the user has to interpret without any guidance from the system. However, these systems need a strong computational model underneath the semantics of trust. Thus, we believe the model we presented could help existing on-line trust or reputation management systems, such as Venyo [15] , to incorporate the semantics of trust from each of the context where they gather information from about their users. It could also be used to provide a personalized trust recommendation based on the user preferences.
In the future we intend to consider more complex computational models that could be linked to the concept of trust scale.
